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Wen H. Zhu

Ming C. Leu

Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
New Jersey Institute of Technology
Newark, NJ 07102

ABSTRACT

A cell mapping method is introduced for planning global t r a j e c b
ries of robotic manipulators, where the cell space is composed of combination pairs of plane cells. With the proposed method, optimal trajectory problems both in the free field and in the obstacle constrained field
are studied. Two numerical examples are given to show the obtained
optimal trajectories and controls.

The same mapping method can be used in both cases after the corresponding cell space for each of them is created. A general expression
of performance index, such as traveling time, control energy, or their
combinations can be used. Generally, performance indices are additive,
e.g. a performance index can be selected as :

L=

1. Introduction

The optimal robot trajectory planning problem is described as
follows: Given the dynamics of a manipulator and a geometric descrip
tion of the manipulator's work space, plan a trajectory (i.e. path as a
function of time) between two specified end states such that the manip
ulator avoids collision with obstacles in the work space and is optimal
with respect to a performance index. This problem was initially dealt
with by researchers in the form of two subproblems: path planning
and trajectory finding problems. In the path planning problem, the
time variable is not considered. It has been widely investigated and
discussions can be found in [l-41 and others. In the trajectory finding
problem, the path to be followed by the manipulator is given (which
may be a result of path planning). This problem has been studied
with the dynamic programing method [5,6] and other approaches [7].
The general trajectory planning problem, i.e. the combined path planning and trajectory finding problem, has also been discussed recently.
In [8,9] a hierarchical search and planning algorithm was used with
an optimization procedure to yield a time minimum solution. In [lo]
a recursive quadratic programming algorithm based on Pschenichny's
linearization method was used to obtain the optimal trajectory for an
arbitrary performance index.

where i is a number used to indicate the mapping step, s is the total step
number from the start cell to the target set, and U is an appropriate
coefficient used to weigh the two terms in L. For time optimal control
U is zero. If it is important to save control energy then U should be
large. Of course, other performance indices may also be used.
2. Point mapping in state space

The state of joint i can be described by a point pi in the state
plane formed by the joint displacement pi and its time derivative q,.
We construct n independent state planes which can be used to form
the admissible state of an n-link manipulator in a 2n-dimensional state
space. For solving a manipulator trajectory planning problem we determine the joint state of the manipulator at time t. This requires
integration of a series of coupled, nonlinear autonomous differential
equations in the form of
fl

CMij(ql

,...,q")iii+hj(ql,ql,...,qn,t)=Uj

i=

1,2,...,n

,=1

(2.1)
where Mij represents elements of the inertial matrix, hj represents the
Coriolis, centrifugal and gravitational effects, and uj represents input
torques. If we study the manipulator trajectory for a series of time
intervals (f1,f2--.tk,fk+I -..) we can establish a state point mapping
in the form of
z(k 1) = G ( z ( k ) )
(2.2)

Cell mapping was proposed by Hsu [ll]as a general method for
global analysis of nonlinear dynamic systems. It involves dividing the
continuous state space into finite discrete cells and numbering them in
order. This method has also been developed to solve optimal control
problems [12,13]. There are three main features that distinguish this
method from others in optimal control studies. First, it performs a
global analysis for any given state space, and optimal trajectories for
all possible initial states can be determined simultaneously. Second,
obstacles in the work space of the manipulator do not increase difficulties in analysis but, instead, lessen the computation burden. Also,
nonlinear constraints on the control force/torque (for example, saturation) and a variety of performance indices can be easily taken into
consideration. Third, the method has efficient calculation and storage
saving features when a well designed data structure is used to hold
information.

.

+

is a state vector of dimension 2n, and k is
where z = z(q1,q1 -,qn, in)
an integer representing the mapping step. For any non-singular points
in the state space, mapping is always determinate.
For simplicity we denote q(k) and q(k+l) as two different position
n-vectors at f = f k and f = f k + l , respectively. Their contents are in
theformof(q,,...,q,) '. Let 4(k),Q(k),g(k+l),andq(k+l) be their
corresponding velocity and acceleration n-vectors. It is obvious that

Here we introduce a cell mapping method which can be applied
to the optimal trajectory planning of manipulators. We will consider
first the free space problem and then the obstacle constrained problem.
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With the method of integration by parts we obtain

manipulator is described by a combination pair of n plane cells, one
field in the data structure should be divided into n components, each
of them related to one of n different state planes.

where Ai = i k + l - i k is a small time step. With the help of the mean
value theorem of a continuous function we can get

q(k

+ 1) = q(k) + ((1 - r)q(k)+ yq(:(t+ 1))Af

1
p ( k + l ) = p(k)+i(k)Ai+((;-P)C(k)+Pq(k+l))(Ai)a

0 5 7 5 1 (2.5)
0 5P

In most cases there are only a finite number of torques/forces that
can be used for a joint. AU poasible control torques/forces form a countable finite set U. In reality, the action time of U cannot be infinitesmally
the smallest time duration of evolution. Any other
small. We denote io
time duration t used to describe the evolution of system is a multiple
and all possible t's compose an unlimited countable set T. For
of io,
every U E U and i E T a simple cell-to-cell mapping of manipulator
states can be carried out when needed.

To express the general mapping procedure clearly, let us consider an unconstrained work space first. Mapping in the free space
has the following features in eel1 meaning: a) all position variables q,
are monotonous; b) all velocity variables q, are positive; c) only one
image cell for every (u,t) is reachable from any starting cell.

5 0.5

(2.6)
If y is close to 0, the velocity q(k 1) at time d & + l depends m t l y
on acceleration at time i k , and it receives very little contribution from
acceleration at time
If 7 is close to 1, the situation is reversed.
The relative influences of the accelerations of the two end instances of
a time period to the velocity at time i k + 1 can be adjusted by changing the value of coemcient y. The same principle can be applied to
q(k+l) in (2.6) with respect t o coefficient P. If 7 and P are set to
be constant for the entire integration procedure we have a simple linear acceleration integration technique. Because the dynamic equations
(2.1) are highly nonlinear, integration of these equations using a linear acceleration method may cause considerable errors both in velocity
and displacement, especially near singular configurations. To improve
the accuracy of integration, we use varied y and P for different time
intervals. The values of y and p can be chosen by a onedimensional
search method.

+

To follow the convention of coordinates used in describing manip
ulator dynamics, the origin of the cell combination pair is set at the
starting position. The cells in the target set are the last part of the
cell space in the numbering of combination pairs. If the mapping order
began also from the lowest numbered cell, it would take a large number
of mapping steps to arrive at the target. Since the sorting procedure
has to start from the target set, many intermediate data would have
to be reserved until the optimal route from a starting cell to the target
is determined. Since branch mapping happens frequently in the proce
dure, the storage needed for all temporary data might be so large that
the memory of a computer is quickly exhausted. We avoid this problem
by re-arrangement of cell space and mapping with recursive orders as
described below.

3. Cell m a p p i n g procedure

The combination pair number can be calculated from its compw
nents by[13]

After we establish the point mapping described by (2.2) in the
state space, we are ready to form cell mapping. For simplicity, plane
cell ci is formed in rectangular shape with pi as its representative point.
Cell j of the i-th state plane can combine with cell k of the m-th state
n. One combination pair
plane for all m = 1,2,...,i - 1,i + 1,
formed by n plane cells, each of them located in a different state plane,
represents a set of joint states of the manipulator. All the possible c o m
bination pairs form a cell space. All states outside of this space form a
sink cell. Simple cell mapping uses the center point of a cell as its state
representation. The evolution of simple cells is always determinate.
The contents contained by simple cells in our optimal manipulator trajectory planning problem include: name of combination pair, control,
time duration in one evolution step, performance index from a combination pair to the target, status of a pair and number of steps to
the target, location deviation, and image name. These parts (called
fields) are closely linked together to compose a data structure. The
field of combination pair name is used to determine the cell location
in the state space, which includes the composition of combination pair
of every plane cell. The control field describes control input used for
every joint, with which this combination pair will develop to its image
in one step. In the location deviation field, deviation from the ideal
route caused by specific cell mapping to the target is stored. t The
last field contains the name of image combination pair which will be
arrived at under the control input and time duration specified. Every
field is accessible in the mapping procedure only if its name is referred
to.

'=E(fi N c J ) ( & - l ) + %
*-I

(3.1)

J='+1

where Nc,denotes the total number of plane cells in the i-th state plane
and c, denotes a cell number in the i-th plane. Fkom a combination pair
number c every cell component c, can be calculated by the following
method:

..e,

n-1

J R~ = mod(c, JJ ~

5# 0,
) then

J=1

n +
L+l
"-1

c1= Ini(c

NC,)

n

1 and & =

RI;

n-1

~f RI = mod(c,

J

(I-

c1 = Ini(c/'

Nc,) = 0, ihen

=1
1

JJ

J=t+1

II-

NC,) and

R2=

I
NC,;

J

...

The cell mapping method for optimal manipulator trajectory planning is essentially to complete the data structure for every combination
pair. Since a 2n-dimensional cell used to represent the state of a robot

t

In simple cell mapping, we define the ideal mapping route

as follows: starting from a representative point of a cell, after one

GI=%.

mapping step its image point is exactly the representative point of the
image cell, and this property holds until the target is reached. In other
words, along the ideal cell mapping route representative points in every
step of mapping coincide with those of point mapping[l3].

With (3.1) and (3.2) we convert the combination pair number c
to its components and vise versa. For the reason mentioned above, c is
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rearranged t o start outward from the closest wrap layer of the target.
This new order can be changed back t o the original one when needed.
We set up the relation of q with qi and q, as follows. If ( d ; , d i )
represents the cell coordinates of the i-th state plane, then they can be
calculated from the state variables ( a , g , ) by

(3.3)

in which (hqi,hq;) is the siae of plane cell q. It is not difficult to get
d;-1

(3.4)
where

(3.5)
and (qi),,, is the upper hound on velocity, under the control set at
position qi [14].
Let w be the maximum integer that satisfies the following expression:

I

M m w ( N c i - C(dj)m

1 ci)

j=1

then

d1=w+l

4 = (&)m - ( ~ c -i C ( d j ) m )

(3.6)

j=1

The cell map is written in the form of

c(t + 1) = G(c(t),u,4

(3.7)

in which argument k is the step variable and U E U. The map is com
puted for every c that does not belong to the target set Q and whose
status is unprocessed. To determine the time duration t between steps
we let I = 10 at the beginning. If c(k 1) = .(a), the time is too short
to develop a mapping along a cell route, thus t should be increased to
2 1 ~ , 3 1 ~ , . etc. A better way is to estimate the time duration t before
mapping. Of course this estimation is system dependent; i.e. different
system inertia, different control set and different starting cell will result in different suitable time durations. After mapping, the status of
c(k+l) is checked. If the status is processed, a new mapping from c(k)
begins with another U E U. When all U E U have been used we can
begin a sorting procedure. If the status of c(k+l) is unprocessed, we
carry out a same recursive procedure starting from c(k+l). This procedure is repeatedly pursued if the same situation is encountered at any
stage, until all the images of a considered cell have become processed
cells. A sorting procedure follows immediately to determine optimal
routes from the proceasing cells to the target. If we find a cell whose
images under U E U and I E T all belong to the sink cell, this cell is
regarded uncontrollable. If all the images of a cell are uncontrollable or
belong to the sink cell, the cell is considered uncontrollable, too. It is
obvious that "controllability" here refers to the conditions of T, U and
the cell space selected. An uncontrollable cell may become controllable
for a different cell space and control input. After a sorting procedure
is completed for a processing combination pair, the optimal route from
this combination pair to the target can be determined. Thereafter, a
processed status is assigned to it, and all fields of data for this combination pair are filled with the corresponding information.

+

.

a,

'

principle for various cases, a deviation index is used. The deviation
index is computed in every step based on its deviation from the ideal
cell mapping route. The summation of the value of this index along
a route is stored in its location deviation field if the combination pair
is processed. We have two different deviation measures: a local one
just for a considered step and a global one including all deviations in
the mapping history from a combination pair to the target. With the
aid of local and global deviation indices we can distinguish competing
candidates. This principle essentially has the meaning of accuracy in
simple cell mapping. We can judge the global accuracy of a determined
optimal control sequence by examining its deviation index, too.
4. Cell space for a n obstacle constrained fleld

Obstacles in the work space can be modeled by enveloping them
with larger but simpler objects, called obstacle shadows. If the shadows exist all the time and do not change its geometric characteristics
in space then the constraints are static. Dynamic constraints exist if
the shadows are time dependent. Static constraints are commonly encountered when some fixed obstacles exist in the work space. In this
paper we will only consider static constraints.
We use the idea of extended cell space for the constrained problem.
To explain it we begin with an example plotted in Figure 1. A 2link manipulator is to move from an initial position to a target in a
work space which contains obstacles modeled by two obstacle shadows.
Suppose that the displacement increases toward obstacle shadow 1
and then decreases toward obstacle shadow 2 and then increases until
it reaches its ultimate displacement value at the target. The value of
91 is not monotonous in the whole motion procedure. Velocity b can
be sometimes positive and sometimes negative. For a given
there
may be several different b as its correspondences. The conditions put
forward in Section 3 for the free field case cannot be maintained for
the constrained case. The straightforward transform from the state
space to the cell space will cause the problem of non-uniqueness, and
thus we have to modify our cell space description method. We form
the cell space by 2k+l partitions if there are k obstacle shadows in
the work space. Every shadow occupies a partition and forms two free
partitions in between. Usually, the first and last partitions which have
included the start and target states cannot be any shadow partitions.
Since the cell space is formed by combination pairs of n plane cells for
an n-link manipulator, every state plane also consists of 2k+l plane
partitions. The admissible combination pairs are composed of n plane
cells located correspondingly in the n plane partitions of same names.
The combination pairs formed by cells of cross-plane partitions are
expelled from the cell space. The total number of combination pairs in
the cell space is reduced from that of the unconstrained case.
The composition of cell space in a constrained field thus has the
following major features. The displacement component in the i-th plane
is partitioned if an obstacle shadow exists, and it is extended if a nonmonotonous qi occurs. Several occurrences of a same value of q; in
different time instants are reflected by different plane cells as well as
combination pairs. Corresponding to the partitioned cell plane, other
cell planes are also partitioned under the same name. These partitioned
cell planes combine themselves tightly in organization, instead of being
independent like the state planes in the state space. A cell mapping
relation is created to ensure that the velocity component in a plane cell
is always positive, though the real velocity of a manipulator link may
be positive or negative. The state space is now topologically mapped
to an extended, partitioned cell space which is piecewise monotonous
in displacement direction of each cell plane. Any results of calculation
completed in the cell space can thus be transformed to the state space
uniquely.
5. Example 1: Optimal trajectory

It is possible during the sorting process that several candidates are
competing for an optimal trajectory by offering different routes to the
target with the same performance index. A discrimination procedure
has to be employed in this situation. In order to design a common

planning in t h e free field

As an example, the method described above is used to obtain
optimal trajectories in the free field for a planar manipulator com
posed of two uniform bars as the links, each with a revolute joint. Let
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1 1 , 12,

m i , ma be the lengths and masses of these two bars, respec-

tively, g1 and
are 1151 :

QZ

be the joint rotation angles. The dynamic equations

time history of the optimal control torques applied to joint 1 and joint
2. Every vertical shift of character position corresponds to 0.5 for f i
and 0.05 for fa.
Let us first study the parts of these figures that are symboled
by character A, which correspond to the trajectory starting from the

= + mallla4.1*inqa(qi+ 4.112)
+ malllaCa#g/2) + h m a c / 3 = fa - q:lilamarinQZ/2
fi

q1(&n,/3

(5.1)
where fl and fa are the two torques applied to joints 1 and 2, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, let 11 = 212 = 2 units of length,
m l = 2m:, = 2 units of mass, then we have
q1(7

= + h(2q1 + &)#in49
+ ConQz) + &13 = fa - $#in*

+ 2 c o r ~ +) &(1/3 +
&(1/3

CO~QZ)

fl

(5.2)

9,

Suppose the target location is at ro = 2 d , 0 =
and 0 is
measured from the initial position with gl = 0, QZ = 0, then the target
position (g;, g;)can be determined by

It is not difficult to show that
ian(q;

and

+ 9;) =

g;

2fang; - J3(
2

+

1 fanagl)/2

+ d(1 + ianag;)/8

(5.4)

=2s - atmr(-) 11 = 1.858
3
8 4

Solving (5.4) numerically we get gi = 0.719. We also set 4; = q; =
0, and we require q1 2 0 and B 2 0. The target set contains one
combination pair only.
To construct the cell space, first we set up two cell planes. In
the first plane 49 intervals are equally divided along q1, from q1 = 0
to 91 = 9;. The two end points are located at the centers of the cells.
Thus there are 50 cell coordinates along 91. The length of the cell along
this direction is hql = 0.03795. In the same manner 24 cell coordinates
along QZ are created with the length of hB = 0.03125 in the second cell
plane. In order to study motions versus time in detail, small torques
are purposely assigned to the actuators. The maximum torques f1 and
fi put on joint 1 and joint 2 are 0.5 and 0.05, respectively. There are 9
elements in U, each element composed by selecting one from [ f l , 0, -f1]
and one from [ h , O , -fa]. The minimum time duration is 10 = 0.15 time
unit.
With the help of the method described in [14], the maximum velocities ql and 4.1 versus displacement g1 and QZ are estimated and the
areas of analysis in the state planes of both link 1 and link 2 are I*
cated. We have 379 plane cells in cell plane 1, with the cell length
of 0.03735 along 4 1 , and 179 plane cells in cell plane 2, with the cell
length of 0.03284 along 4.1. A total of 67,841 combination pairs form
the whole cell space. The value U = 0.05 (rec/(m-N)a) is used for the
performance index to reflect the combined requirements of optimizing
both time and control energy for the manipulator.
The optimal route describing the angular displacement ql versus
time is given in Figure 2. The horizontal time shift of character spacing
is 0.15, which is also used for all the figures that follow. Every vertical
position shift represents one cell length in gl. Numbers are printed on
the top line to indicate the time scale. In figures 3, 4, and 5, optimal
~ 1 41,
, 4.1 versus time are presented. The vertical shifts of the characters
are in their own unit lengths. The rightmost locations of the character
A in these 4 figures correspond to target values of g;, g;, qi, and
I$, respectively. For the sake of compactness of the figures, several
routes marked by different characters are put together to show the
global characteristics of the optimal trajectories. Figure 6 gives the

initial stationary position. At the beginning, link 2 gains velocity due
to the torques f i = -0.5, and fa = -0.05 applied to joint 1 and joint 2,
respectively,for a time duration of lo.It takes 4fo period of time for link
2 to move t o a new cell position, while in the same time period g1 and
q1 are so small that link 1 stays in the same cell of state plane 1. At the
6th time interval fa = 0.05 is applied to joint 2. Aa a result velocity 4.1
jumps t o a higher level, and displacement QZ increases in the following
time intervals. A sequence of non-negative torques are then applied to
joint 2 in such a way that velocity ql remains in a very low level and the
displacement 91 does not exceed the l i t a t i o n impoeed. It is obvious
that positive fa will cause negative ql, 80 positive f 1 and fa are applied
to joint 1 and joint 2 simultaneously at time interval 14 to ensure that
the cell location in plane 1 does not exceed the boundary. But positive
f l induces a drop in velocity 4.1. For adjustment a negative fl and a
positive fa are applied at the next time interval. Aa a result, 4.1 gets
a big jump as shown in figure 5 at time interval 16. In order to speed
up 41, a sequence of f 1 are then applied to joint 1, with which 4.1 drops
quickly while QZ increases steadily. At time interval 26, ql is big enough
to reach a new cell in plane 1, so does displacement g1 at time interval
29. In the following time intervals f l = 0.5 js steadily applied to joint
1, consequently gl increases constantly. Also, fa = 0.05 is applied to
joint 2 to balance the influence of f r on link 2. Velocity 4.1 stays in
is already very close to ita target position. A
a low level because
series of complex f l and fa indicated in Figure 6 are then applied to the
two joints to ensure the evolution of cell state to the target. Roughly
speaking, in the first time section, displacement g1 and velocity ql are
so small that link 1 almost does not move, but the displacement of link 2
increases continuously. In the second time section, Link 1 hae a positive,
nearly constant velocity and its displacement increases constantly. The
velocity of link 2 remains in a low level and its displacement does not
increase much. In the third time section, a complex torque sequence is
applied. Consequently, the displacements and velocities of both link 1
and link 2 quickly reach their Corresponding target values. The total
time needed to move by the manipulator from the starting position to
the target is 8110, about 12.15 time units.
The nature of the algorithm allows us to obtain a large number of
globally optimal trajectories simultaneously. From Figure 2 to Figure
6, 25 different optimal trajectories and controls for 25 different initial states are given in a condensed form. For example, the optimal
trajectory represented by character B has an initial state which corresponds to the combination pair ((2,l) (2,1)]. The state variables of
this optimal trajectory move along the route described by character B
according to Figure 2 to Figure 5 with the control sequence defined
in Figure 6. In these figures character B does not appear whenever
it coincides with the position of character A in the figures . Starting
from time interval 32, the control torques and trajectory routes are
the s a m e as those symboled by A. It takes 7 6 h for B to arrive at the
target. The control sequence of B is different from that of A only in
the beginning part, because the starting position of B is not on the
boundary of the workspace. These figures imply that if the state of the
system is driven to the combination pair [(2,1) (2,1)] from the optimal
route symboled by A due to disturbances, the route will no longer be
optimal if it is forced immediately to join the trajectory symboled by
A. Instead, this route should join the optimal route of A at time 31fo.
Likewise, suppose the system is driven to the Combination pair [(5,5)
(5,5)] from the optimal route of A because of some disturbances, the
optimal route and control from this state will be those indicated by
character 0 which joins A in the last few time steps. The computed
results have given an optimal route and the corresponding control for
every controllable cell state. The quantity of information obtained is so
large that it is impcmsible to express them in a few figures. The optimal
routes represented by the alphabets are printed in the order such that
once a cell is printed with a character, it will not be printed with other
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we present in these figures only a very small percentage of optimal
trajectories obtained.

characters following it. The presentation here is aimed at showing the
global nature of the obtained optimal trajectories. Much information
has been suppressed in these figures because of the overlay effect, for
example, in Figure 2 character 0 first appears at location 13 instead
of 5. Only some control sequences are printed in Figure 6 due to space
limitation. We have only presented less than 1 percent of total optimal
trajectories obtained, since there are 59,750 controllable combination
pairs.

7. Conclusions

A sound base has been founded for the application of cell m a p
ping method for optimal trajectory planning of robotic manipulators.
We have established main principles and techniques needed for efficiently determining optimal trajectories in the cell sense. The free field
and obstacle constrained optimal trajectory planning problems are discussed, with some computational techniques developed. The method
of extended cell space is proposed and successfully applied to static
constraint problems. This method can be further developed to solve
collision-free dynamic constraint problems.

It is true that the optimal trajectories obtained from the cell m a p
ping method may be different, if different cell spaces are selected. But
the influence of cell space selection can be reduced if we study the
dynamics of the robotic manipulator carefully beforehand. Proper s e
lection of sets U and T will be of great help for computation efficiency.
In order to get good accuracy, small cell size is preferred, but i n c r e s
ing the total number of cells will increase the computation time rapidly.
Cell refining techniques can be used if we want to obtain a specific o p
timal trajectory and study the characteristics of its vicinity in detail.
Variable cell size techniques are attractive for those problems which require accurate position or velocity description only in some part of the
trajectory (e.g. near the start and target locations). These methods
will be developed in the future. As far as memory and computation
efficiency are concerned, the free field problem takes most storage and
is most time consuming. Data storage and computation time is reduced
if there are some constraints in the workspace.
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